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With the rapid development of the socialist market economy, the invoice plays a 
growing role in socio-economic activities. However, due to the dispersion of invoice 
using, the tax department is unable to make good use of invoices monitoring, resulting 
in a huge loss of state tax revenue. The Freight Invoice Tax Controlled Management 
System (FITMCS) was applied to solve this problem by realizing the effective 
management of taxpayers operating activities, and improving the level of regulation 
of the tax system on the cargo transportation industry invoice, which advanced the 
taxation administration by law and inhibited the tax dodging and evasion. 
This dissertation describes the FITMCS principle, main functions and key 
techniques. With the FITMCS, the tax authorities could initialize the Fiscal Cash 
Register electronic invoicing through the equipment purchased by taxpayers, thus 
binding the Fiscal Cash Register and the IC card with the taxpayers basic information, 
providing the electronic invoices, collecting the sales data of the invoice issued by 
taxpayers, and comparing the sales data with the declaration data in CTAIS system, so 
as to achieve the purpose of effective, monitoring of the actual sales taxpayers. 
Meanwhile, the tax authorities could also use this system to verify, compare and 
analyze the sales data of invoice issued by taxpayers.  
The FITMCS adopts the three layers architecture based on the B/S pattern, the 
interface layer uses the JSP to access the WEB Server, the middle layer storages and 
runs the business logic showed with the JavaBean, and the bottom layer uses the 
Oracle 9i database. 
The application of the FITMCS produced expected positive results, which 
provides technical backup for the business tax in scientific perspective. 
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